It's impossible to know every language on the planet. So, we started working with someone who can help you. Language Scientific provides specialized medical and scientific translation and interpreting services for medical, pharmaceutical and clinical organizations.

Overcome any language barrier with On-Demand Phone Interpreting services.
As a leader in language services for medical and technical organizations, they understand how critical and sensitive your phone conversations can be. That’s why we offer:

- Expert telephone interpreting in over 150 languages.
- Fast, on-demand access – Interpreters are ready to serve you 24 hours a day, 365 days a year with no need to preschedule calls.
- Quality and accuracy – Our interpreters have extensive training and experience interpreting for technical, medical and scientific organizations to ensure even the most complex meanings are conveyed correctly.
• Absolute confidentiality – Our strict code of conduct and robust confidentiality agreement protect your privacy.

• Cost-effective value – Pay as you go with per-second billing. Only pay for what you use: no equipment costs or monthly minimums.

Valuable Tool
Language Scientific’s flexible, expert phone interpreting is an important tool for anyone who does business with non-English speakers, providing the support you need to:

• Reduce the risk of errors, including dangerous mistakes due to miscommunication (e.g. medical or legal conversations).

• Improve customer satisfaction by providing service in the customer’s language.

• Tap new revenue streams by conversing with patients speaking any language.

How It Works
With Language Scientific’s On-Demand Phone Interpreting service, accessing an interpreter is as easy:

1. Call Language Scientific’s toll-free number.
2. Tell us your account number and language pair.
3. Conduct your call with expert, real-time interpretation.

Don’t have a conference line or three-way calling?
Our operator can establish a conference line for your call (additional charges apply).

Have a special request?
Need an interpreter with knowledge of medical terms or a specific gender for sensitive calls?
No problem...Language Scientific can accommodate you!

LEARN MORE
See how Language Scientific can meet your phone interpreting needs.

1-617-765-2309 • ldiamond@languagescientific.com • www.languagescientific.com